
Modernism

There are few terms upon which the weight of implication, of innuendo, and
of aspiration bears down so heavily as it now does upon modernism. Recent
interest in the idea of postmodernism has done nothing to lighten this load.
On the contrary. The more it has seemed desirable or necessary to articulate a
change of sensibility pr of epoch-to define a postmodern condition-the more
urgent it has become to identify just what it is that we are supposed to have
outgrown or to have seen around or through. Fully to inquire into the meaning
of modernism would be to do much more than to gloss a critical term. It would
be to explore the etiology, of a present historical situation and of its attendant
forms of self-consciousness in the West.

It is a problem for any broadly conceived inquiry into the meaning of "mod-
ern ism" that the term acquires a different scope and penetration in each different
academic discipline. The inception of modernism in music is typically located
at the close of the nineteenth century, while to talk of modernism in English
literature is to focus upon a relatively limited if highly influential body of work
produced in the first two decades of the twentieth century. In the history of
art, on the other hand, the student of modernism can expect to run a gamut
from the French painting of the 1860s to the American art of a century later
and may even be directed as far back as the later eighteenth century.

There are common features to each case, however. Alike in all the arts,
modernism is at some point grounded in the intentional rejection of classical
precedent and classical style. Modernism is always and everywhere relative to
some state of affairs conceived of as both antique and unchanging. However
else its parameters may be established, "modern history" is defined as the history
of a period including the present but excluding the Greek and Roman epochs.
"Modern languages" are those languages which are not ancient languages but
which are still adaptable and transformable for the purposes of expression. To
conceive the need for a modern art is to experience one's inherited resources
of expression as if they were the forms of an ancient language, such that one's
would-be spontaneous utterances are required to conform to established pat-
terns of rhetoric. Loosely conceived as meaning a commitment to the modern,
"modernism" thus serves to declare an interest in the revision or renewal of a
language and a curriculum.

Within this broad area of definition, the concept of modernism has tended
to function in the discourses of art history in three different ways, according
to three different though interdependent forms of usage. Since these usages are

rarely explicitly distinguished, there is always a strong possibility of confusion
in art-historical discussions of modernism. The first part of this text will there-
fore be devoted to an attempt to distinguish these different usages and to
c~nneet tllem to tlle respective interests tlley tend to represent. Once tllese
differences are acknowledged it may be possible to reestablish some common
ground.

First, ~l~n, and most widely, modernism is used to refer to the distinguishing
chara~tenstlCs ?fWestern culture from the mid-nineteentll century until at least
the mid-twentieth: a culture in which processes of industrialization and urban-
ization are conceived of as tl1Cprincipal mechanisms of transformation in human
experience. At tlle commencement of his influential essay "The Metropolis and
Modern Life," publi~hed il~ 1902-03, Georg Simmel wrote, "The deepest
problems of modern life denve from the claim of the individual to preserve the
autonomy and individuality of his existence in the face of overwhelming social
forces" (Simmel1902-03, 130). In tllis form modernism is regarded botll as a
conditi~n consequent upon c,ertain broad economic, technological, and political
tendenCies and as a set of attitudes towards those tendencies. This first sense of
modernism.may thus be said to have both a passive and an active aspect. Under
tlle former It refers to tllat cluster of social and psychological conditions which
modernization accomplishes or imposes, for good or ill. Under the latter it
refers to the positive inclination to "modernize." As thus understood, modern-
ism may be vividly exemplified through the stylistic and technical properties of
works of art, but it wi)) also be recognizable in certain social forms and practices
and in the determining priorities of certain institutions, such as museums or
universities, or financial markets. '

In our first sense, then, "modernism" is the substantive form of the adjective
"modern," while the condition it denotes is virtually synonymous with the
experience of m,~dernity, When C1:arles Baudelaire issued his call for a "painting
of modern life, w.hat h.e was askil~g \~as tllat painters should seek to capture
thiS expenence by Isolatll1~ the dlstll1ctlve appearances of tlle age: "the ephem-
eral, tlle fugitive, the contll1gent, tlle half of art whose other half is the eternal
~d ~1e immutable" (Baudel.aire 1863, 12; see also Baudelaire 1846). To speak
m. tlllS sense of ~e modernism of a work of art is to refer to its engagement
With preoccupations a~d spectacles specific to tlle age. Thus Manet's Olympia
ofl863 (Plate 11.1) might count as a work endowed with modernism by virtue
of the figurative terms in which it reworks the classical precedent it invokes:
the type of the reclining Venus as painted by Giorgione and Titian. It is of
particular relevance in this connection that Manet's staging of his picture serves
to place the nude woman in the contingent situation of a prostitute or, more
precisely, that it serves to place the spectator in the imaginary position of a
prostiulte's client. By this means, we might say, the painting brings home a
kind of truth about the meaning of love in a modern world-a world in which
sooner or later everything is brought to the marketplace to have its value estab-



1l.1 Edouard Manct, Olympia, 1963. Muscc Orsay, Paris. Photo: Reunion dcs Musecs
Nationaux, Paris.

lished and to become a commodity. In the language of modernism the classical
"goddess of love" thus becomes translated into "a prostitute."

The topicality of this image is easily enough established. In Baudelaire's "The
Painter of Modern Life," for instance, a section on "Women and Prostitutes"
follows the section on "Modernity." This highly influential essay was first pub-
lished at the close of the year in which Olympia was painted. Historical research
will further confirm that the prevalence of prostitution in the Paris of the 1860s
was a matter not only of fascination in artistic circles but also of concern to the
police and to the civil authorities. In this first sense of modernism, then, Manet's
painting qualifies on the basis of its demonstrable relevance to the wider issues
of contemporary social life.

The concept of modernism is also used in a more specialized sense, however,
not to evoke the whole field of modern social existence but to distinguish a
supposedly dominant tendency in modern culture. To employ the concept of
modernism in this second sense is to convey an evaluative judgment concerning
those aspects of culture which are found to be "live" or "critical." Modernism
in this second sense refers specifically to the modern tradition in high art and
to the grounds on which a truly modern art may be distinguished not only
from classical, academic, and conservative types of art but also, crucially, from

the forms of popular and mass culture. The most influential spokesman for this
view of modernism was the American critic Clement Greenberg. In his first
major essay, published in 1939, Greenberg distinguished between the art of
the avant-garde and "kitsch," by which term he derogated the synthetic products
alike of the modern academy and of urbanized mass culture. The roJv of the
avant-garde, he believed, was "to keep culture moving." Kitsch, on the other
hand, was "the epitome of all that is spurious in the life of our times"
(Greenberg 1939,8-12).

[t should be clear that where the impetus of modernism is thus associated
with the practices of the avant-garde, the principal function of any generaliza-
tion across different cultural forms and social practices must be to provide a
background of COlltrasts. The point becomes clearer the more the concept of
modernism is distinguished from its partial synonym, modernity. Modernity is
a condition that the work of art both distills from and shares with the encom-
passing culture, which must include what Greenberg called kitsch. In its second
form of usage, on the other hand, "modernism" implies a property that must be
principally internal to the practice or medium in question. As thus understood,
modernism is representative of the broad experience of modernity only insofar
as that experience may have to be confronted in the continuing pursuit of
aesthetic standards set by the art of the past.

These standards are defined by human capacities and they therefore remain
as constant as those capacities themselves. The conditions of attaining them are
continually changing, however, both because history entails change and because
what has been once made cannot be made again as a vehicle for the same
values. The achievement of modernism in art is thus seen as involving both a
requirement of continuity and a crucial requirement of originality with regJrd
to other-and specifically recent-art. According to the later suggestions of
Greenberg, what specifically establishes the modernism of a discipline or a me-
dium is not that it reveals an engagement with the representative concerns of
the age, but rather that its development is governed by self-critical procedures
addressed to the medium itself. "The essence of Modernism lies, as I see it, in
the use of the characteristic methods of a discipline to criticize the discipline
itself-not in order to subvert it, but to entrench it more firmly in its area of
competence" (Greenberg 1960, 85). As thus understood, what modernism
stands for is the critical achievement of an aesthetic standard lVithin a given
medium and in face of (though emphatically not in disregard of) the pervasive
condition of modernity. The adjectival form of this "modernism" is not "mod-
ern" but "modernist." Thus, what Greenberg called kitsch may be modern, but
insofar as it is defined as unself-critical and unoriginal, it cannot qualify as
modernist.

According to this second usage, then, to label a modern form of art as
moderJllst is to stress both its intentional and self-critical preoccupation with
the demands of a specific medium, and its originality with regard to the prece-



dents that mediwn avails. Thus for Greenberg, Manet's paintings "became the
first Modernist ones" not primarily by virtue of their picturing of circumstances
redolent of modern life, but "by virtue of the frankness with which they declared
the surfaces on which they were painted" (Greenberg 1960, 86). According
to Greenberg's scheme, "Flatness, two-dimensionality, was the only condition
painting shared with no other art" (87). Insofar as flatness is thus identified as
painting's unique "area of competence," the frank acknowledgment of surface
becomes the condition to which the self-critical modernist painting must tend.
Viewed from within this franlework of ideas, the significant encounter staged
by Manet's Olympia is not the psychologically or sociologically topical confron-
tation between prostitute and client but the technically critical relationship be-
tween pictorial illusion and decorated surface. Where the aesthetic tuning of
this latter relationsliip is seen as the crucial condition of the painting's individu-
ality, the real-life scenario to which that painting makes reference must be
relegated to the status of a mere starting point or pretext. Within this frame of
reference it will not be appropriate to ask whether modernism's testimony to
the historical character of the epoch is of an active or a passive nature. Rather,
it is assumed that the real testimony a painting such as Olympia has to offer is
the incidental but inescapable product of an engagement with problems which
are prinlarily aesthetic. That testimony is the more reliable for being involwl-
tary, and in that sense disinterested.

In this second sense of modernism it will clearly be inappropriate to speak
in one and the same breath of a modernist artwork and a modernist institution.
There is no reason to assume that the practices and priorities which govern the
conduct of a social engagement or the running of a museum will be consonant
with those which determine the production of a painting. Nor is there reason
to believe that the relative modernism of an institution can be an issue in the
same seme that it may be where the critical development of a painting is at stake.
Indeed, for those subscribing to the second sense of modernism, there is every
reason to asswne the contrary. Michael Fried wrote in 1965,

While modernist painting has increasingly divorced itself from the
concerns of the society in which it precariously flourishes, the actual
dialectic by which it is made has taken on more and more of the
denseness, structure and complexity of moral experience-that is,
of life itself, but life lived as few are inclined to live it: in a state of
continuous intellectual and moral alertness (Fried 1965, 773).

The apparent implication of Fried's thesis is that it is only by divorcing itself
from the "concerns of society" that modernist painting has been able to draw
upon the creative dialectic by which its aesthetic or ethical virtue is sustained.

In its second sense, then, the term "modernism" is used to refer to a supposed
tendency in art in which a special, "aesthetic" form of virtue and integrity
is pursued at the apparent expense of social-historical topicality or relevance.

According to this usage, it is commitment to the priority of aesthetic issues
that primarily qualifies modernist art as the high art of the age. In turn, what
qualifies the artist is a subjection to the demands of the medium, which has
become indistinguishable from the demand of truth to oneself.

And so to the last of our usages. This third sense of "modernism" is distin-
guished from the second not so much by a difference in field of reference as by
a distancing from the terms in which that field is represented. This distancing
might be thought of as the equivalent of a shift from oratio recta to oratio
obliqua. In this last sense "modernism" stands not for the artistic tendency it
designates under the second usage, but rather for the usage itself and for a
tendency in criticism which this usage is thought to typify. A Modernist, in
this sense, is seen not primarily as a kind of artist, but rather as a critic whose
judgments reflect a specific set of ideas and beliefs about art and its develop-
ment. (From this point on, this third sense of "modernism" will be capitalized
in order to preserve its distinctness from the first and second usages.) Thus
wlderstood, a Modernist critical tradition emerged in France in the later nine-
teenth century, to be first codified in the writings of Maurice Denis, was devel-
oped in England in the first three decades of the twentieth century, principally
by Clive Bell, Roger Fry, and R. H. Wilenski, and was brought to its para-
digmatic form in America between the end of the 1930s and the end of the
1960s, notably in the work of Clement Greenberg and subsequently of Michael
Fried. (In fact, as implied earlier, tllere is now a gatllering tendency to trace
the origins of Modernist theories back before the beginning of the nineteenth
century. The identification of Modernism witll Greenberg's writing remains so
firrnly established in the sphere of art, however, that to talk of a tradition of
Modernist art criticism is in effect to consider the antecedents of Greenbergian
theory as these may be established with benefit of hindsight.)

It should be clear that to distinguish this third usage of "modernism" from
the second-or to distinguish between modernism (conceived as an artistic
tendency) and Modernism (conceived as a critical tradition)-is effectively to
stand outside the framework of Modernist criticism itself. For Greenberg and
the early Fried, modernist painting and modernist sculpture were tile forms of
art, at once self-consciously modern and qualitatively significant, which their
criticism was intended to pick out. What they meant by modernism was the
property or tendency tl1Cysaw as common to the works thus isolated-works
by Manet, Cezanne, Picasso, Matisse, Mira, Pollock, Louis, Noland, Olitski-
not the procedures by which their own singling out was done.

We have seen that Greenberg's sense of modernism depends upon the possi-
bility of distinguishing an authentic, avant-garde, modernist art from an inau-
thentic, "kitsch" popular culture. From Greenberg's poi~t of view these distinc-
tions were intrinsically significant. From tile perspeCtIve of broader cultural
studies however no such distinction could be disinterested. It becomes clear
that th~ ground 'on which distance is established from the valuations of the



Modernist more or less coincides with the first position regarding the meaning
of modernism; with the view, that is to say, that the important distinguishing
characteristic of a modern art is to be found-or ought to be found-in its·
manifest coincidence with the social and psychological condition of modernity.
For the advocates of cultural studies-now certainly in the majority among
students of the modern in art-there can be only one good reason to single
out a modern art as "modernist"; that is when it is seen as subservient in
practice to a Modernist theory already formulated in criticism or art histOly
and when this subservience is regarded as a limit on its modernity. As regards
such recent and current art as they approve, non-Modernists may well find the
term "modern" sufficient. Indeed, it will be an advantage of this term that it
enables and encour~ges theory to range over all forms of culture, high and
"popular" alike.

An example will help to clarify the point. In discussing the "modernist art"
of the 1960s, both Greenberg and Fried made various forms of reference to
the work of the painters Jules Olitski and Kenneth Noland and of the sculptor
Anthony Caro. What these critics intended to convey by such refer~nces was
that the work in question was both original vis-a.-vis the modern traditions of
painting and sculpture respectively and of critical significance vis-a.-vis the "mere
novelties" of conswner culture and popular art. But in the utterance of those
to whom Greenberg and Fried appeared as ideologists of Modernism, the label-
ing of Olitski or Noland or Caro as a Modernist was a means to convey a
quite different valuation. For the non-Modernist, the term tended to carry the
pejorative implication that the artist's work was submissive to a form of critical
prescription, and was thus unoriginal. On the one hand this submission was
seen as preventing the work in question from being fully engaged with the
modern in all its aspects. On the other the supportive criticism was seen as
masking the work's actual implication in forms of privileged consumership.

Controversy over the meaning of modernism can now be seen as having
been central to modern debate about the meaning and value of art and culture.
The relevant issues have conventionally been polarized along the following
lines. Should we measure all forms of cultural production alike according to
what we might summarily call their realism, meaning the extent of their implica-
tion in the pressing concerns of hwnan social existence, the adjustment of their
technical properties in the light of that implication, and the consequent breadth
of their potential constituency? Is art, in the last resort, subject to the same
kinds of critical demands as we might apply to any other component of the
social fabric? Is Olympia to be esteemed for the truths it seems to make palpa-
ble-truths about the nature of exploitation and oppression (of one class and
gender by another class and gender) and about the forms of hypocrisy and
alienation which are required of the respective parties to the resulting ex-
changes? Or is a preoccupation with such issues in the end distracting from the
actual properties of this or any painting, that is, distracting from those proper-

ties the painting has as distinct from such properties as may be attributed to
the motifs it illustrates? Does the true critical potential of culture lie, as the
Modernist would have it, in its autonomy vis-a.-vis social and utilitarian consid-
erations and in its pursuit of the aesthetic as an end in itself? Are the forms of
fine art distinguished by the fact that they enable an unusually concentrated
pursuit of this end? Should we aim to judge Olympia on its formal properties
as a painting and thus to set aside whatever emotions may be aroused by the
scene it depicts-or, as Greenberg would put it, by its "literature" (see
Greenberg 1967, 271-72)?

As implied, the priorities of "realism" and Modernism are here presented so
as to appear more clearly polarized than they tend to be in practice. I mean
to make amends in due course. We should first acknowledge, however, that
Modernism has indeed been widely represented as a critical tendency incompati-
ble with realism-and with some apparent justice. In all phases of its develop-
ment Modernist theory has rested upon three crucial assumptions. The first is
that nothing about art matters so much as its aesthetic merit. In Greenberg's
words, "You cannot legitimately want or hope for anything from art except
quality" (Greenberg 1967,267). The second is that for the purposes of criticism
the important historical development is the one that connects works of the
highest aesthetic merit. As already suggested, the true Modernist is interested
in the whole "visual culture" only as the background against which exceptional
works may be distinguished. Greenberg again: "Art has its history as a sheer
phenomenon, and it also has its history as quality" (267). The third is that
where aesthetic judgments appear to be in conflict with moral judgments, with
political commitments, or with the concerns of society, what should be exam-
ined first is not the aesthetic judgment, which the Modernist considers involun-
tary and thus not open to revision (265), but the grounds of the moral judg-
ment or the political commitment, or the relevance of the social concerns. In
the words of the English Modernist Clive Bell, "when you treat a picture as a
work of art, you have ... assigned it to a class of objects so powerful and
direct as means to spiritual exaltation that all minor merits are inconsiderable.
Paradoxical as it may seem, the only relevant qualities in a work of art, judged
as art, are artistic qualities" (Bell [1914] 1987,117). This issue of relevance is
crucial to Modernist concepts of the autonomy of aesthetic value. In
Greenberg's view moralizing judgment is typically rooted in response to the
illustrative content of the work of art and is therefore irrelevant to the quality
of the work's aesthetic effect, unless, that is, it can be shown just how it is that
that effect becomes "impregnated" by the illustrative content (Greenberg 1967,
271).

There are various questions which these asswnptions have seemed automati-
cally to invite. How are we to assure ourselves that what the Modernist critic
represents as aesthetic merit is actually an objective and separable property of
the work of art? Or to put it another way, why should we accept the view



~at. judgments of taste ar~ involuntary and unsubjective and thus categorically
dlSt111ctfrom mere assertions of preference and self-interest? What if it tran-
spired that the supposed aesthetic properties were actually the reflections of the
critic's own psychological disposition and self-interest? What if the Modernist's
requirement of relevance to the quality of effect were a mere formalism-a
methodological device serving to protect works of art, and judgments about
them, from inquiry into the historical and ethical materials of which these works
and those judgments may actually have been constituted? Whose interests are
likely to be best served by maintaining high art as a realm insulated against
t:ou.bling ~ocial consideration~? It is not hard to see where this line of ques-
tlonmg might be taken. Nor IS it hard to understand how it has come about
that, while "modernism" remains available as a term of reference to Western
culture during the course of a specific (possibly elapsed) historical period,
"Modernism" is now often consigned to the company of such terms as "conser-
vatism" or "the ideology of the ruling class" or "business as usual."

It is as well that these different points of view should be identified. As
suggested earlier, discussion of the meaning of modernism is liable to be con-
fused an?confusing S? long as it remains unclear what kinds of critical progranls
and posltlons are vanously at stake. Now that the grounds of opposition have
been described, however-perhaps, for the sake of argument, slightly exagger-
ated-we can finally attempt to reestablish some common ground. The aim is
twofold: to sketch out a framework of practical observations upon which an
understanding of modernism may be allowed to expand, and to see whether
certain of the procedures and priorities of Modernism may not after all be
rendered compatible with "realist" interests. With this end in view we return
to the much-cited exanlple of Maner's Olympia.

Let us say, for tlle sake of argument, tllat what is meant in talking of the
modernism of Olympia is not adequately substantiated either by reference to
tlle topicality or realism of its theme, or by reference to the self-critical frankness
?f its ~ormal an~ d.ecorative ~rganization. Ratller what is at issue is the position
111whICh the pamt111gplaces ItSspectator. The notion of a hypothetical position
here functions to bring together in the experience of the spectator two aspects
which Modernist criticism has tended to prize apart: the painting's topical
pictorial aspect, or its "modernity," and its self-critical formal aspect, or its
"modernism." Thus what I mean by "position" is the same imaginary state tllat
is defined for the spectator not only by tlle painting's pictorial theme (when it
has one) but also by its formal and decorative properties. What I mean by
"spectator" is someone who is not only competent to identify the pictorial
theme (when there is one), and not only disposed to view the painting's formal
and decorative properties as significant of some human intention, but also dis-
posed to exert his or her critical and imaginative faculties in pursuit of tlle
intention in question. This spectator is a person who works.

As regards the pictorial tlleme of Olympia) we have already suggested that

this functions so as to induce the spectator into tlle inlaginary role of the
client. Richard Wollheim has suggested tllat there are paintings by Manet which
include a "spectator in the picture" as part of their content (Wollli~im 1987,
101-85 passim). This is not actually a person represented tn the pICture b~t
someone whose experience or "repertoire" is supposed to be repc.esented by It,
as if he or she were standing in front of the scene in reality and experiencing
it as the painting shows it. In proposing that Olympia has a "spectator in the
picture" we would effectively be saying that no experience of the painting can
be adequate-whetller it be the experience of a male or of a female spectator-
unless it involves some imaginary occupation of tllC role of tlle client as the
picture presupposes hinl.

The making of such a requirement on tlle painting's behalf would certainly
be consistent with a claim regarding its realism. But we are also allowing it to
be crucial to the effect of the painting tllat it is seen as a painting. This is to
say mat however absorbing tlle staging of me picture may be, the self-
consciousness of the actual spectator-both his or her reflective critical ability
and his or her bodily self-awareness-is never entirely lost before me decorated
surface of tlle canvas. If we can talk of a position established by the painting,
then, it must be one in which tlle spectator's occupation of the imaginary role
of client can be made to coincidewitll his or her critical perception of me actual
painted surface. This is not as bizarre a prospect as it may at first seem. It is
an identifying condition of tlle spectator in the picture that "he can see every-
ming that me picture represents and he can see it as the picture represe~ts it"
(Wolllieim 1987, 102). But everything which the painting represents IS also
included in what the actual spectator sees. Wolllieim suggests that tlle frank
activity on tlle surface of Manet's paintings serves to recall the actual s~ectator
from the imaginary world of the spectator in tlle picture to the experience of
painting's "two-foldness" (168): tlle sense of its surface as at one and tlle same
tinlC literally marked and containing an illusion, which Wollheim sees as a
condition necessary to representation (21). We might go further, however. As
we attend to tllC literal nature of the surface, what are we to make of our
imaginary identification Witll tlle position of tlle client? If we follow Greenberg
and play tlle Modernist, as tllis identific~tion becomes a part o~ ~l:e "literary
content" of the painting, so it excludes Itself from any responslbillty for tlle
quality of tllC painting's effect. The "position" tlle painting establishes, men, is
one in which this identification is both included and, as it were, superseded
through a process of aesthetic exertion. It is as if, in fully engaging with the
surface of tlle painting, we were empowered to look past or through me specta-
tor in tlle picture and to identify our looking Witll tllat which lo.oks back: not
only to admit tlle presence of the literal dec~rated surface, but. sll11Ultaneously
to occupy mat imaginary position from which me woman lYll1gon me bed
looks out.

The moral seems to be tllat strictures on relevance are not necessarily re-



stricting on inquiry into works of art. They may rather function as forms of
self-critical injunction, serving engaged spectators to distinguish the grounds
of their interests and assWllptions from the realistic materials of which a given
work is composed. In the case of a painting, these last will include both its
topical connections with the world and its literal decorated surface. In the case
of Olympia) it is at the point at which the Jonnal and practical properties of the
painting are allowed most fully to determine our experience that we are perhaps
closest to seeing what it is that the painting must indeed have been made of.
It is as if we (including the female we) had to pass through the route of what
the client is defined as seeing-self-critically to match that seeing against a
more assiduous form of attention in which the literal surface makes its presence
felt-before we can .come to see what it is that the surface actually makes visible.

It would be wlduly sentimental to associate this "making visible" with the
self-consciousness of the represented woman. There can be only one conscious-
ness at work in the encounter between painting and spectator. What is thought
and felt is what is thought and felt by this spectator alone. But there may
nevertheless be a quite specific form of thinking and feeling for which the
antecedent consciousness of the spectator is not a sufficient condition and for
which the painting is the necessaryoccasion.What we can say is that the painter
of Olympia has so marshalled and organized his practical and figurative materials
that a quite specific condition or moment of self-consciousness is represented
in the imagination of the sufficiently engaged spectator: a spectator, tllat is to
say, who will see everytlling tlle painting shows and nothing that it does not.

The claim, tllen, is that it is crucial to tlle effect in question that it be
dependent both upon the modernity of tlle painting's figurative scenario, rooted
as this is in a specific form of social and psychological context, and upon the
modernism of tllOse formal properties which are independent of that scenario's
particularities: tlle relative explicitness of tlle facture and the consequent stress-
ing of the picture plane, the relative flatness of the pictorial space, the tendency
for the literal framing edge to be acknowledged as a significant compositional
element or limit, and so on. This point will become in1mediately clearer if
Olympia is compared-as it was at the tin1Cof its first exhibition in 1865-to
the kind of more standard Salon composition in which a recognizably "classi-
cized" Venus is located in a virtually limitless illusionistic space, on the other
side of an entirely transparent picture plane. Cabanel's Birth oj Venus won the
official laurels in the Salon of 1865 and has furnished growlds of contrast to
Manet's work ever since. In the deep space of (neoclassical and thus unmodern)
fantasy such as tllis the represented woman is left undistinguished by the signi-
fiers of class, which is to say she is available to serve as an ideal. In this world
there are neither prohibitions nor prices. The space of Maner's painting, on the
other hand, is the space of (modern) imagination. I take imagination to be a
realistic faculty, and thus to be radically distinct from fantasy-albeit it is the
persistent tendency of modern culture to conflate fantasy and imagination.

Olympia's world, that is to say, is a world in which actions have imaginable
consequences and pleasures are paid for, in which flesh bruises and others also
have minds.

In 1965 Michael Fried wrote of Manet as "the first painter for whom con-
sciousness itself is the great subject of his art" (Fried 1965, 774), thus revising
the terms in which Greenberg had five years earlier set Manet at the commence-
ment of modernist painting's trajectory. I do not think it matters whether or
not it is Maner's consciousness that we see Olympia as representing: whether,
for example, we conceive of what we "see" in looking past the client as the
painter's empathetic projection into the woman)s role. The point is that the form
of attention the painting both demands and defines is one that results in a form
of critical consciousness: a responsive awareness not only of the painting as
object, but of the rich but determinate range of metaphorical meanings the
surface of that object, in all its plenitude and its particularity, is enabled to
sustain; a self-consciousness awareness, that is to say, of that which is other.

I propose that it is precisely in the painting's capacity thus to determine the
attention of tl1Cspectator that both its realism and its modernism may be said
to lie. And I do not believe that it would be particularly easy or helpful, at this
juncture, to distinguish just which sense of modernism is at stake. What we
can say is that it is just this possibility-the possibility that, however each and
every spectator actually responds to the given work of art, insofar as any re-
sponse is determined by the work of art, it is critically determined in exactly the
same way fOr each per.wn-tllat allows the Modernist to conceive of taste as
possibly objective. For if tlle picture can indeed be said to be the final arbiter
of tllat which it is relevant to say of it, then we will be availed of a powerful
control on mere expressions of self-interest. Of course to propose that the work
of art is the final arbiter of our relevant experience is to talk of how "experience"
may be sensibly conceived for the purposes of criticism. It is emphatically not
to attribute to works of art a mysterious agency which would allow them
somehow to control interpretations. Nor is it to claim that all or any accounts
of the experience of a given work of art must converge on a single pattern
isomorphous with it. Why should we expect such convergence to be a tendency
of our speakings and writings about art?

It will not be equally true of all works of art that they succeed in determining
what it is relevant to say of them. Indeed, the degree of their success in doing
so may be significant of other forms of relative success or failure. I assume that
a painting which achieves an identification of realism with modernism will have
earned its capacity to determine the spectator's attention. To put the matter in
tlle form of a generalization, we might say that any and all art is impaired to
the extent that, when it is considered as intentional under some description,
modernism and realism respectively can with justice be predicated of different
and separable aspects and properties. (The generalization serves to make the
point that the "unity" of a composition is far from being a simply technical



issue.) A painting which fails or evades the challenge to identify realism with
modernism may well find itself left without significant remainder in the face of
supervening critical interests. To talk of conservative realism or of antirealist
modernism is to conjure up forms of art capable of holding the spectator's
attention only when critical and imaginative faculties are for one reason or
another subjected or suspended.

In this essay much has been made to hang upon a painting now well over a
century old. What of subsequent developments? I have meant to suggest that
the supposed modernist "orientation to flatness" and the matching Modernist
stricture on relevance may alike be interpreted as means to address the rea:istic
conditions of self-consciousness in the modern spectator. Another way to put
this point would be to say that the continuing function of a modernist cul-
ture-an "avant-garde" culture, if we borrow Greenberg's distinction-is to
confront the occasions of fantasy and distraction with the requirements of imag-
ination and critical self-awareness. Pictorial scenarios such as Olympia's are
among the means by which the modernist work of art may summon up the
inauthentic modes of experience-the dead areas of culture-that it means
critically to diagnose and to distance. But, as Greenberg and subsequently Fried
were concerned to make clear, however engaging such scenarios may seem to
be-however vividly they evoke a history and a sociology-they are not neces-
sary to tl1e successful undertaking of the modernist critical task. This was the
crucial lesson of the abstract art of tl1e early twentietl1 century. Later painters
such as Mark Rothko and Barnett Newman showed that a field of color could
be enough, so long as it was made the occasion of some dialectical play between
tl1e literal and the metaphorical. It transpired tl1at all that is required for the
achievement of modernism is that tl1e work of art should establish its compara-
bility to some current mode or style of tl1e inauthentic (the idealized, the senti-
mental, the euphemistic in our culture), and that it should be capable of making
its own critical distinctness palpable in tl1e experience of the imaginatively en-
gaged spectator. I say "all," but of course this achievement is no easier or less
complex in so-called abstract art than it is in figurative work. It follows that
there are no reasons in principle why tl1e realism of Rothko's work or Newman's
should not be valued as highly as tl1e realism of Manet's. Insofar as they have
worked to explain the requirements in question, tl10se labeled as Modernist
critics can with justice be viewed as qualified representatives of modernism in
art, while insofar as these requirements may still be relevant to the conduct of
art, associations of Modernism with conservatism may require some reconsider-
ation. A fortiori, announcements of the demise of modernism or of Modernism
may turn out to be self-interested, or premature, or both.
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